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AWARD CITATION 

1. Surname, name and middle name MIRONOV  VASILIJ  IVANOVICH

2. Rank Guards Major

3. Position and unit Chief drill officer, 16 Guards artillery regiment of 
the Supreme Command reserve. 

is recommended for order “RED STAR”

4. Birth year 1906

5. Nationality Russian

6. Party membership VKP(b) member since 1930

7. Participation in the civil war and later in 
defence of USSR, in Patriotic war

Didn’t participate in the civil war.  
In Patriotic war since 01.11.1941 on Western front

8. Wounds and contusions None

9. In Red Army service since 1928

10. Drafted by which induction station Regular troops

11. Previous awards order “Red Banner” decree № 0169 on 12.02.1943 
by Western front 

12. Awardee’s and his family permanent 
home address

intentionally obscured 

I. Brief and specific description of the personal feat or merits

 In the combat engagement near the settlement Hotnezhets (Smolensk 
region) on 29.08.1943, comrade MIRONOV assumed the regiment command, 
because I sustained a wound and was taken out of the action. 
 Being constantly present in the combat formations of the supported 207 
rifle regiment (76 rifle division), he exhibited exceptional courage and bravery, and 
excellently arranged for the combat coordination down to “company-battery” level. 
He greatly managed and directed his artillery unit’s fire. By properly concentrating 
his firepower, he suppressed the German defence strongholds and enabled the 
supported rifle unit to conduct a successful offensive and capture the settlements: 
Ustinovka, Sosna, Titovka, Ryabinki, Samodurovo, town Yelnya, Pleshkovka, 
Petrovo. Following his command, the regiment inflicted the following losses. 
Supressed: 5 mortar batteries, 3 SPGs, 2 mortars, 2 anti-tank guns, 5 machine-
guns. Destroyed: 2 SPG, 2 machine-guns, 4 tanks, 1 observation post. 
Demolished: 3 pillboxes, scattered and partially destroyed 3 vehicle convoys and 
up to 2 companies of the enemy troops. 
 In the sector of Bolshoe Tishovo - Maloe Tishovo - Novoe Tishovo, his 
regiment successfully repelled 3 enemy attacks supported by armour, eliminating 
up to platoon of troops, 1 tank, and 1 SPGs. 
 For courage and bravery exhibited in the fight against the German invaders,  
for good combat coordination with 207 rifle regiment and enabling their attacks, 
he deserves state award - order “RED STAR”. 

Commander of 46 Guards artillery regiment of the Supreme Command reserve 
06 September 1943  Guard Lt. Colonel  signature  /ZHILIN/
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Conclusion of the superiors

HE DESERVES ORDER “RED STAR”

COMMANDER OF ARTILLERY TROOPS OF 76 RIFLE “YELNYA” DIVISION 
GUARDS LT.COLONEL signature /SVELOKUZOV/

07 September 1943

HE DESERVES ORDER “RED STAR”

COMMANDER OF 76 RIFLE “YELNYA” DIVISION 
COLONEL signature /BABAYAN/

07 September 1943

Awarded with order “RED STAR” by the decree # 04/n issued  
by 21 Army on 11 September 1943. 

Head of the second section of the personnel department 
Major  signature /UKHTOMENKO/
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